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We prove the conjecture of Baumslag, Dyer, and Heller [l; p. 161 that direct 
products of acyclic groups are not acyclic in general. (Here unrestricted direct 
products resp. powers are meant. See [l] for unexplained terminology.) Every 
acyclic group is perfect. 
(1) Let A be any non-trivial acyclic group. Then the countable direct power 
P(A) := (A *A)” 
is not even perfect, whereas the factors A *A are acyclic. 
Proof. The free product A *A is again acyclic by the Coproduct Theorem 
[5; Cor. 1.6.21. Since A is not abelian, it is not of exponent two. Hence [4; Lemma 
2.291 is applicable: For every m E N there exists z,,, E A *A that is not the product of at 
most m elementary commutators x-‘y-‘xy with x, y E A *A. Thus {zt, 22, . ..} E P(A) 
is not a product of m elementary commutators in P(A) for any fixed m; this element 
does not lie in [P(A), P(A)]. 
(2) Let A be a countable acyclic group. Then P(A),,, and its maximal torsion-free 
factor group have the cardinality of the reals. 
Countable acyclic groups abound [I]. Is Tor P(A),b# O? 
Proof. Clearly P(A) has the cardinality of the reals. Since A is not of exponent wo, 
there exists b E A with b2# 1. This b is fixed and identified with its canonical image 
in the second factor A of A *A. Moreover, let a# 1 be an element in the first factor 
andg=a.b. Foranysubset Sof R\l,letgs={g;=g ;*ts)} E P(A) where x(S) denotes 
the characteristic function of S. 
We now invoke Rhemtulla’s [4; p. 5781 w-function (with respect o b): If x is any 
word in A *B - here B = A, then 
w(x)=(x,b+‘)-(x,6-‘) 
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where (x,&) is the number of occurrences of the syllable b”eB in the reduced 
(alternate) form of X. The powers g” for n~iI are already in reduced form, thus 
w(g”) = n. A product z EA *B of m elementary commutators atisfies ) w(z) 1 s 12m - 3 
by [4; Section 2.21. Consequently, no proper power of gsg;’ lies in [&4),&l)] 
whenever S and T are subsets of KI with (S\T)U(r\S) infinite. We easily obtain 
Zcard(‘) subsets S such that any two of {gs} represent distinct elements of 
P(A),b/Torsion. 
(3) There exists a compact metric asphericalspace Z of type (P(A), 1) whose reduced 
Steenrod homology vanishes while the singular homology group H,(Z) is large, 
Proof. By [2; $41 there exists a finite simplicial complex X which is aspherical of 
type (A, l), where A is the Higman group (countable, acyclic). Again A *A is 
acyclic, and the one-point union Y=XVX is aspherical of type (A *A, 1) by 
[6; Theorem 51. Consequently, Z:= Y” is compact metric and aspherical of type 
(P(A), l), its singular homology group H,(Z) = P(A),b is large by (2). Now Steenrod 
homology Hs’ agrees with singular homology on finite polyhedra, see [3; $11. As 
Z= Yh is the inverse limit of the finite acyclic complexes Y”, the exact Steenrod- 
Milnor sequence [3; (1.7)] 
O~l~~‘~H~+,(Y”)~H~t(Z)-li~Hk(Yn)+O 
n n 
yields H:(Z) =0 for k>O and H:(Z) = Z. 
The author thanks A. Dold and W. End for helpful conversations. 
Note added December 2981. Gdbel points out that (2) also follows from 
[7; Lemma 3.11. 
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